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Abstract:

Research  and  Development  is  an  important  task  of  military  and civil  engineering.  
That’s why “Research and Development in Military Technology“ is an accredited subject  
in BSc, MSc and PhD level education at Zrínyi Miklós National Defence University.

Printed  lecture  notes  of  this  subject  had been  issued  in  2004,  and its  multimedia  
variant was made one year later. The multimedia curriculum has been tested by two groups  
of correspondent and two groups of PhD students in 2004/2005 and in 2005/2006 academic 
year. It is in systematic use from 2006/2007 academic year for education of BSc, MSc and 
PhD students participating in regular and correspondence or distance learning, but it can  
be used for other related courses as well.

Authors  present  using  of  this  multimedia  curriculum  throughout  two  topics  of  the 
adequate chapter in English language, with help of our robot assistant.

Authors  took  a  presentation  “How to  e-learn?”  at  IVth International  Symposium on 
Defence Technology 2006. Then we tried to answer four questions about e-learning:

• Who should be eTaught?;

• What to eTeach?;

• Who should eTeach?;

• How to eTeach?

About  the  last  question  we  refer  our  multimedia  curriculum  “Research  and 
Development in Military Technology“.

Figure 1 CD of the multimedia curriculum1

1 http://drseres.com/tavoktatas/
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 Now we present  new methods  of  eTeaching throughout  two topics  of  the  adequate 
chapter in English language, with help of our robot assistant.

 
CEO of  the Robot-Hosting  company,  Shahin  Maghsoudi2 started  to  develop  a  robot 

assistant Luca3 for us.

Until she will be perfected he lent us Nela4 (Neuralnet E-Learning Android), and we 
trained him our lectures.

First we  made  the  English  variant  of  presentation  and  self  test  of  two  lecture  of 
multimedia curriculum “Research and Development in Military Technology“: 

2 http://robot-hosting.com/html/n-people.html#SM 
3 http://robot-hosting.com/html/n-current_clients.html 
4 http://robot-hosting.com/html/n-current_clients.html 
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Chapter 1, Role of technology in military system
Lecture 2, Some models of military system

Figure 2 Screen of Lecture 2 of Chapter 1 5

Figure 3 Screen of self test of Lecture 2 of Chapter 1 6

and 

5 http://drseres.com/shahin/system.pps
6 http://drseres.com/shahin/selftest.pps 
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Chapter 4, NATO policy an integrated system
Lecture 2, Life cycle of military products

Figure 4 Screen of Lecture 2 of Chapter 4 7

Figure 5 Screen of self test of Lecture 2 of Chapter 4 8

with help of  voice of Microsoft Sam and Mary.

7 http://drseres.com/shahin/lifecycle.pps
8 http://drseres.com/shahin/lifecycle_kerdes.htm
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Second step of development was training of robot consultant Nela. She can answer to 9 
questions about both of lectures.

Figure 6 Screen of robot assistant for Lecture 2 of Chapter 19

Figure 7 Screen of robot assistant for Lecture 2 of Chapter 4 10

9 http://drseres.com/shahin/system.htm
10 http://drseres.com/shahin/lifecycle.htm
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Domestic possibilities
There are some Hungarian text-to-speech and/or teachable 3D talking robots too, but we 

had not material possibilities for them.

Figure 8 Eureka the 3D Hungarian talking robot 

Conclusion
Software Robots are designed to give students easy access to accurate course information 

over the Internet 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and 365 days a year.

 They perform teaching  and  administrative  tasks  associated  with  high-quality  online 
learning courses. 
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